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By Jamie Berry

Transcript Staff Writer

A First Amendment lawsuit against the city of Norman
and Ward 4 council member Bill Hickman is still
active.

Norman resident Casey Holcomb alleges that
Hickman, acting as a moderator of the Ward 4
Facebook page, violated his First Amendment rights by
censoring his online comments. Hickman was
administrator of the page until this year, but Holcomb
and his team allege that he still altering content by
reporting some posts.

Hickman, who recently ran for mayor, said in the past
that the lawsuit is just a personal attack and nothing
more than political theater.

Holcomb’s attorney, Kevin Kemper, has amended the
petition to sue the council member both as an
individual

and as a city representative.

Judge Thad Balkman heard arguments in the case
Tuesday. He allowed the plaintiff’s petition and request
to give Hickman adequate time to respond to the
petition.

Hickman was not
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From Page A1 present at the hearing as the city
council was conducting interviews for the open city
manager position during that time.

Both the city and Holcomb’s attorney said they plan on
keeping the trial in the district court.

“It’s a dynamic area of law,” Assistant City Attorney
Rick said of the First Amendment case.

Kemper said his team has gathered more evidence
against Hickman since the initial filing and hopes the
court will rule that Hickman’s actions are
unconstitutional.

Foundation. The group, based out of California,
advocates for free expression on the internet and is
involved in similar cases across the country.

In several other federal cases, Fischer said judges have
looked at how social media pages are created, how
they are advertised and how they are used to determine
if First Amendment rights have been violated.

She said social media pages have developed into public
forums.

“The city has known about Hickman’s actions for a
while and didn’t act,” Fischer said.

Kemper said Norman has a diverse community full of
people on the left, right and middle politically, and he
believes Norman’s actions set an example for other
cities.
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“We need to put our foot down and say Norman is
better than that. They don’t have the right to get rid of
First Amendment rights,” Kemper said.

Knighton told Balkman the city plans to file a motion
to dismiss charges against the City of Norman in the
case.

“Let’s clarify what ‘city’ means.” Knighton said,
defining it as the council acting as a majority, the city
manager and subordinate employees.

When Balkman asked where he got the definition,
Knight replied, “It derives from my understanding of
the law.”

Knighton said the city, as an entity, has no access or
control of the Facebook ward pages. Former council
member Greg Jungman started the page and later gave
some administrative control to Hickman.

Knighton said city council members also have First
Amendment rights and should be free to express
themselves. Also, he said the city does not have any
managerial role over council members.

“They can’t prove an administrative role by the city,”
he said of the plaintiff ’s case. “How does a
municipality control a council member on social
media?”

Kemper was accompanied in the courtroom by co-
counselor Camille Fischer, who works with the
Electrical Frontier

“I’m concerned about the influence on other
government officials,” he said.

Kemper said the outline for their case is an apology
Hickman posted on the Ward 4 group page, which
contains: “I want to apologize to the members of the
Ward 4 FB group for my recent limited acts of either
turning off comments or deleting posts. It is my fault
and I regret letting what I believed to be personal
attacks upset me. ...”

Kemper said other evidence includes admin logs from
the ward page, violations reports and instances of
comments being turned off, a transcript of a city
council conference committee about social media
policy and minutes from a meeting and the city council
media policy presented during the meeting.

In a February hearing, Balkman denied Holcomb’s
request for an emergency injunction that would prevent
Hickman from deleting or altering comments on the
group page and would have ordered any deleted posts
to be restored.

Balkman said he has not ruled on that motion and will
consider it when the case returns to his courtroom. It is
slated to do so at 9 a.m. Aug. 22.
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